AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Begin Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Ltjg Ber
::at science station, downloading fight controls to SS2::

Captain Lewis
::waiting in Holodeck 3 for rest of crew::

Lt. McDowell
::walks back into engineering, making a LOT of junior station engineers scurry back to work::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::arriving at Holodeck 3 ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
::leaves the relief crew and heads for Holodeck 3::

Ltjg Ber
::lets see, auto navigate, here it is, fly around sb245, ok::

Lt. McDowell
::enters office, puts down duffle bag, and starts typing in stuff into his wall readout display::

Captain Lewis
::sets program::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lift: Holodeck three.

Ltjg Ber
computer: If any trouble arrises, i'll be in HD3::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Entering Holodeck 3 :::

Captain Lewis
::waiting for all senior staff::

Captain Lewis
::Nods to Heinlein::

Ltjg Ber
::goes to TL: Computer HD3

Ens G. Heinlein
:::sees Captain ...Nods :::

Cmdr. Dresden
::enters HD3::

Ltjg Ber
::TL opens at HD3::

Captain Lewis
::nods to Dresden::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: Hey Rob, welcome back, hows engineering?

Ltjg Ber
::walks over to staff::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: howdy Captain...

Cmdr. Tucker
::gets out of TurboLift::

Lt. McDowell
::reads over warp field display, and starts entering modified equations as the field display changes form::

Captain Lewis
::smiles::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::finds empty area in which to stand ::::

Ltjg Ber
Captain: reporting in, sir

Captain Lewis
::nods to Ber::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Tucker: Don't remind me. I heard of the hell that's been raised on this ship while I was at the conference.

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : Captain .... I understand I will be filling in for the Doctors while they are at the seminar ?

Captain Lewis
Heinlein: yes...that is correct

Lt. McDowell
::looks at the geometry of the field, and then starts tweaking the variables::

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : Captain, Thank you 

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: No Kidding, I believe we're gonna start the sims in Holodeck three soon though, can ya tear yourself away? ::smiles::

Cmdr. Tucker
::enters holodeck three::

Ltjg Ber
::looks at the HD display panel::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::nods to XO ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods to crew::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Tucker: Holo 3...sims...oh #@$#^... Uh, I'll be right up. ::hurriedly stores the project files, and runs out::

Captain Lewis
::looks at Chrono::

Captain Lewis
::Makes note::

Cmdr. Tucker
::chuckles mildy at Mcdowell's response::

Ltjg Ber
::access bridge for readouts::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::reviewing note on Padd ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
::takes his trusted seat::

Lt. McDowell
::enters TL:: Deck 3...

Ltjg Ber
::ok, everything looks good up there::

Lt. McDowell
::realizes the mistake:: Correction!!! Holodeck 3

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: G' Afternoon Captain.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: Afternoon

Lt. McDowell
::jogs down the hall, but calmly enters the Holodeck::

Ltjg Ber
::punches some trajectory modifications into FC::

Captain Lewis
::nods at McDowell: welcome back McDowell

Captain Lewis
::looks around::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Got some hell ready for us all captain? 

Ens G. Heinlein
:::raises eyebrow at McDowell's late arrival ::

Captain Lewis
Ok let's get started

Ltjg Ber
::turns to Captain::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::turns to CO :::

Captain Lewis
ALL:  our first drill..........

Ens. Morrell
::arrives in Main Engineering::

Lt. McDowell
::"feels the glare", and looks back at the counselor::

Ltjg Ber
::whoa, whats with those two::

Ens. Morrell
::remembers that he should be in the holodeck and heads there::

Cmdr. Tucker
::gives the "stay alert" glare at McDowell and Heinlein::

Captain Lewis
ALL:  the scenario is this........There is a founder aboard and it is up to you to find him before he can take over the ship.........

Captain Lewis
ALL: understood?

Ens. Morrell
::arrives at the door of the holodeck and enters::

Lt. McDowell
::glares back, and it turns into a private 3-way glare-off <EG>::

Ens G. Heinlein
CO : Yes Captain 

Ltjg Ber
Cap: ::raises hand::

Captain Lewis
::glares at Morrell::

Cmdr. Tucker
::entones with the rest of the crew a "Yes Captain"::

Captain Lewis
Morrell: take your position please...........

Ens. Morrell
CO:  Sorry sir.  My Martial Arts class ran over..

Ltjg Ber
Cap: where are we located??

Ens. Morrell
CO:  Aye sir.

Lt. McDowell
::ah...another participant to the glare-off...:: ::glares at him too::

Ens. Morrell
::returns glare and goes over next to the Chief Engineer::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::gets Syringes ready :::

Ltjg Ber
::ignores the feelings he's getting from his crewmates:

Captain Lewis
Ber: we are isolated in space somewhere

Ltjg Ber
Cap: i'm sorry, are we on the bridge or , where, exactly

Ens G. Heinlein
:::reconfigures Tricorder ::::

Lt. McDowell
CO: Any special ships' systems that have been previously affected?

Captain Lewis
::looks around:: Looks like it to me Ber

Captain Lewis
McDowell: no

Ens. Morrell
::listening to the comments flying around the holodeck::

Captain Lewis
ALL: we are isolated in space--near the wormhole

Captain Lewis
::makes more notes::

Ens. Morrell
::listening::

Ltjg Ber
::takes out tricorder and configures it for founder molecules::

Lt. McDowell
::hands a free PADD to the Ensign and goes to download system readouts into his own PADD::

Ens. Morrell
::takes PADD from McDowell::

Cmdr. Tucker
::thinks thoughtfully, then jots down a brief note on his PADD::

Ens. Morrell
::looks over it::

Captain Lewis
<computer> begin program founder13....

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Wonders if the ships holoprograming has configured override of Tricorders :::

AGM
ACTION:  The Holodeck changes into the Geneva's bridge

Ltjg Ber
::whats the matter with this tricorder???::

Lt. McDowell
::takes out his own tricorder, and starts punching in data::

Cmdr. Dresden
LtjgBer:  That tricorder will be useless in discovering a founder.  The only real way to tell is with a phaser setting on force 3

Captain Lewis
::watches as the bridge emerges::

Captain Lewis
::takes position::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Watching bridge appear :::

Ltjg Ber
Cmdr: My PADD says force 5 is the setting

Cmdr. Dresden
::takes sim TAC position::

Cmdr. Tucker
::walks up to the back section::

Ens. Morrell
::reads info on Founders::

Captain Lewis
::waits while the crew gets to position::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Stand near the Turbolift doors :::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Sir, I'm going to Engineering if there are no objections..

Cmdr. Dresden
BER: that is to injure them...force three to destabalize their shapeshifting abilities.

Ltjg Ber
::codes science station and FC station:: Cmdr: aye Sir

Lt. McDowell
::shakes head::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Cmdr, let's up security measures to thier maximum levels, we want checkins and blood screening every fifteen minutes.

Ens G. Heinlein
Dresden and force 3 would do what to a human ?

Cmdr. Dresden
CDR. Tucker: Aye sir...initializing.

Captain Lewis
::makes note::

Ltjg Ber
::password aux control and main memory core to encryted chip::

Ens. Morrell
::nods and heads into the turbolift and takes it down to Main Engineering::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Also, put in any additional measures you feel neccasary.

Cmdr. Dresden
Heinlein: Force 3 would give a mild stun...it would harm no equipment.

Ens. Morrell
::enters Main Engineering::

Ltjg Ber
::sets phasor to setting 3, sets safety::

Ens. Morrell
{#} McDowell:  Chief, may I borrow the terminal in your office?  I need it to run some tests and check some stuff..

Lt. McDowell
::looks over at Dresden:: Use any force setting, just don't kill any more gel-pacs. :D

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: Aye sir...two man sec teams are staggered every fifty meters in the ships corridors.

Ens G. Heinlein
Dresden : Yes so in short order you might have only a few crew left and one the shapreshifter 

Ltjg Ber
::hears McDowell and smiles::

Cmdr. Dresden
Mcdowell: force 3 is sufficient...

Captain Lewis
::looks at heinlein::

Cmdr. Tucker
Heinlein: Ensign, ::checks watch:: screen everyone on the bridge.

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Gets ready the Syringes ::::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Just don't get into any files named Intrepid-warp revision 2 Beta 3 or higher.

Ltjg Ber
::oh great, I love my job:: gets ready for pinch::

Captain Lewis
::watches::

Ens G. Heinlein
ALL : This way if you please 

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: TAC sensors detect an unatharized entry in J-Tube 11-b near engineering.

Ens. Morrell
{#} McDowell:  Understood.  I'll be in your office if you need me.

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Blast, get a team on it, can you read anyone?

Ltjg Ber
::sitting at console:: heinlein: can't leave my postion, you'll have to come here

Ens. Morrell
::enters office::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::goes to Ber and takes a sample :::

Captain Lewis
:::makes note in PADD::

Ltjg Ber
::ouch, i hate that::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::holds it up to light ... it is blood ::::

Ens. Morrell
::sits down behind terminal and pulls up all info on Founder technology::

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: a team has already been dispatched.  There is some interference that I am trying to clear up from the Warp Plasma...I cannot get a fixed reading.

Ltjg Ber
::monitors any abnormality in readings::

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : Captain ?

Ens. Morrell
::hears a sound at the door::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: All right, keep on it.

Captain Lewis
Heinlein: yes?

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: aye sir.

Ens. Morrell
::looks up and sees Lt. McDowell enter::

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain :Your arm if you would please 

Captain Lewis
:: extends arm::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::takes sample ::::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Anyway we can scan a Changling from ourselves?

Lt. McDowell
::downloads the latest status from a nearby wall console, then returns to the group::

Ens. Morrell
<McDowell> Morrell:  Ensign, I want you to shut down the core to condcut a level 3 diagnostic on reaction chamber.

Ens G. Heinlein
:::it is blood  ::::

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: I have set up security force fields in 10 ft. intervalls all along the projected path in and out of J-Tube 11-b.

Ltjg Ber
::extending betazoid feelings, not picking up any discrepancies::

Ens G. Heinlein
XO : Xo If I may ?

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  I'm sorry sir, but I have to confirm that order with the bridge.  ::remembering that a Founder is on the loose::

Ens. Morrell
::reaches for his comm badge::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Good, any key systems located near the disturbance? ::holds out arm::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::takes sample :::

Ltjg Ber
::humm, probably a holographic image anyway, won't help::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::blood again :::

Captain Lewis
::walks around to the back of the bridge and looks at panel::

Ens. Morrell
::McDowell waits for me to contact the bridge::

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: only engineering, various Warp conduits, computer access terminals...

Captain Lewis
::watches interaction::

Ens G. Heinlein
Dresden : Dresden , Please ?

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: in essence, yes.

Cmdr. Dresden
heinlein: Yes?

Ens. Morrell
{#} Bridge:  Ensign Morrell to Bridge.  I need authorization to shut down the core.  Lt. McDowell is down here and ordered me shut it down.

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Argh, hmm.  Seal off engineering if you have too.

Ens G. Heinlein
Dresden : A sample ?

Ltjg Ber
::separates real bridge status from holodeck sim, reconfigures::

Ens. Morrell
::waits for response::

Lt. McDowell
Dresden/XO: ONLY Engineering?!?! Do you realize how many system convergences are down there?

Cmdr. Dresden
Heinlein: ohh...of course.

Lt. McDowell
::wheels around at the comm::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::takes sample ::::

Cmdr. Dresden
::extends arm.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Morell: You may be getting a visitor from our friend, so keep alert.

Captain Lewis
::walks over to science::

Cmdr. Dresden
::seals off engineering.

Ens G. Heinlein
:::blood again :::

Lt. McDowell
Tucker: No..that has to be him.

Ltjg Ber
Captain: Captain

Ens. Morrell
{#}Tucker:  Understood sir.  Am I authorized?

Ltjg Ber
::keeps eyes on panel::

Lt. McDowell
Heinlein: Test me next...I need to find this guy.

Captain Lewis
Ber: carry on Lt.   

Ltjg Ber
Cap: yes sir

Lt. McDowell
::gives a "no" nod to the XO::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::tests MCDowell :::

Cmdr. Tucker
McDowell: I agree, go down to engineering, and guard it.

Ens G. Heinlein
Blood again :::

Ens. Morrell
::sends message to tactical console on bridge saying "Send security to Engineering.  I think we have a problem down here..::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: any other ship wide scan we can run to detect the changeling?

Ltjg Ber
Cap: who is taking heinleins blood??

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : Captain If I might suggest something ?

Ens. Morrell
::McDowell runs out of the office::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Chief!  Stop!!

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: I have order the teams to make a progressive search through each force fielded area one by one with phaser sweeps.  They have begun with engineering and are working their way outward.

Ens. Morrell
::jumps up and runs after him pulling out his phaser in the process::

Captain Lewis
Heinlein: Heinlein?

Lt. McDowell
::grabs a pulse compression rifle and sets it to level 5...runs into TL::

Cmdr. Tucker
::directs the Captain's question to Ber:: Ber: What do you think Lt?

Ens. Morrell
{#}  Bridge:  Shut down all turbolifts now!!  I think I've found the Founder!

Captain Lewis
::waits for Bers answer::

Lt. McDowell
{#}SEC: Security to Engineering, section 21-Charlie

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : If we were to have a codeword that only those that are tested would know ....

Ens. Morrell
::sees McDowell change into his changeling form::

Captain Lewis
wait Heinlein.....

Cmdr. Dresden
::shuts down turbo lifts imidiately

Cmdr. Tucker
::hears COM:: Dresden: get Security to engineering!

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: report...

Ens. Morrell
::in the turbolift::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: we are running a ship wide scan right now

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  It's confirmed.  I'm following him now..

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Captain, somethings going on in engineering, but the changlings been spotted

Captain Lewis
Ber: Where is it now?

Ens. Morrell
::sets pahser to level 3::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::wonders how long he will be able to :::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: we have shut down TL's as you ordered...we have an unidentified security breach in and around engineering.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: running toward main memory core

Ens. Morrell
Action:  Turblolift's have been shut down.

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: We 're sending security and like immeaditaly.

Lt. McDowell
::"pops the lid" off of the TL car, and starts climbing down the ladder::

Ens. Morrell
::aims phaser and fires..  misses::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: :: nods:  has the memory core been secured?

Ltjg Ber
::locks down doors to floor ::

Captain Lewis
::walks over to Heinlein::  I'll take your sample if you don't mind?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Morrell: What's going on Morrell? Report.

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: We have quadranted off engineering areas into force fielded zones that are being swept one by one.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  He is climbing down into the TL car through the cover.  Seal off all entrances and exits from the TB area..

Ens G. Heinlein
:::hands Captain a Syringe :::

Ens. Morrell
::arrives at TB entrance::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan:: good.....:: takes Syringe from Heinlein::

Captain Lewis
::draws sample::

Ens G. Heinlein
::::holds out arm :::

Ltjg Ber
Cmdr: he can get through any passage that isn't an airlock

Lt. McDowell
Computer: Computer, lockout all Engineering functions to Level 7 (Chief Engineer and higher only) access. Authorization McDowell Sierra 3-63-Alpha.

Captain Lewis
:: on Deck 6 walking through the corridor::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO/XO: I have a security breach on deck 6...TL doors have been opened..somehow..

Captain Lewis
:::shakes sample and holds to light::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  Should I continue persuit?

Ltjg Ber
Cmdr: shutting down all ventilation shafts in that section

Lt. McDowell
<Computer> Acknowledged.

Cmdr. Tucker
"Shoot, the core."  Dresden: lock out all computer funtions except from the bridge.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: initiate security seals

Ltjg Ber
Cmdr: already done

Ens. Morrell
::ready to jump into turbolift::

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: aye sir, computer lock out on rest of ship.

Lt. McDowell
::hears a door open from below. fires off a few pulse phaser rounds down the tube::

Captain Lewis
::accesses a panel on Deck 6::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: aye sir, Ber has done it

Captain Lewis
::looks at Heinlein:: looks like you're still you  ::Smiles::

Ens. Morrell
::jumps into the TB car:

Ltjg Ber
Cap: we have phasor firs in jt 23

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Smiles back :::

Captain Lewis
::sees controls has been locked out::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Require Senoir staff authorization to unlock it.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  is Captain Lewis still on the bridge?

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain a keyword lock only we know might hamper him a bit 

Cmdr. Dresden
XO: aye sir, initializing senior staff override protocalls.

Captain Lewis
::changes shape::

Ltjg Ber
::take phasor out, unlicks it, aims at the aptain::

Cmdr. Dresden
::draws phaser and fires at shapshifting Captain.

Ltjg Ber
locks it

Ens. Morrell
::still following founder and trying to figure out where he is heading::

Lt. McDowell
::sees he blew away a flexible tube. Lets go of the ladder, freefalls until he catches the pipe, and swings into the open deck::

Captain Lewis
::thinks::

Cmdr. Tucker
'*#$%^" ::grabs phaser and jumps for the other side of the bridge::

AGM
<the Founder is on Deck 6>

Cmdr. Tucker
"ah, ::looks embarressed:: just staying alert"

Ltjg Ber
computer: override controls, Ber alpha one omega, !!!

Lt. McDowell
::enters Deck 6, and sees the thing change shape::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  I am following the founder on deck 6.  Request security team to be beamed into the coridors immediately ahead and on the sides of me.

Captain Lewis
::walks to back of bridge::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Bridge: Bridge! Founder located on Deck 6, section Tango-5.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Morrell: How's engineering? Any sign of the changling?

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : It should be unusual for two reasons 1 to help us remember and 2 so he can't guess

Ens. Morrell
::fires again, and appears to have hit it::

AGM
::enters underneath a crewmen's door::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Morrell: complying...

Cmdr. Tucker
::standing next to Dresden and Ber::

Ltjg Ber
::follows Captain, phasor drawn::

Cmdr. Dresden
::beams in security personell.

Ens. Morrell
::comes to a stop at the crewman's door::

Captain Lewis
::looks back at Ber::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: don't move

Ltjg Ber
or whoever you are

Captain Lewis
::looks at Ber:: what?

Ens. Morrell
{#} Bridge:  I need someone to unlock a cremember's door

Founder
::changes shape to hide::

Captain Lewis
::looks at Ber holding phaser at her::

Lt. McDowell
::turns around at where the phaserfire was from, and sees the assistant:: Do you mind? I don't want a back-shave just yet.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Sorry sir.  <g>

Ltjg Ber
Cap: we saw you change,

Captain Lewis
Ber: would you like to explain yourself?

Lt. McDowell
::walks up to the door, and starts typing in access codes::

Ens G. Heinlein
Ber: what are you doing ?

Cmdr. Tucker
Heinlein: Ensign, screen em both.

Ens. Morrell
::aims phaser at the door ready to enter and fire::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Drop the phaser ::points phaser at both the cap and Ber::

Captain Lewis
Ber: I think you need to Get YOUR EYES examined!

Ens. Morrell
Mcdowell:  can yo get the door opened?

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: Report on security call from deck 6!

Ens G. Heinlein
Ber : possibly you saw with someone elses eye ?

Ltjg Ber
Cmdr: we have a group of founders here, taking various personalities maybe we should redo the blood tests

Lt. McDowell
::door won't open:: {#}Bridge: Bridge, I need security door opening on quarters 593.

Captain Lewis
::Looks at ber:: group?

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis,Ber: You two, quiet, as far as we're concerned, your both shapeshifters, Ensign Heinlein, screen them both please.

Ltjg Ber
Cap; maybe, can't be too sure

Ens G. Heinlein
XO : Yes , sir 

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: security breach on deck 6...Captain Lewis is suspect..

Captain Lewis
::raises eyebrow::

Founder
::exits the room via unknown means::

Ens G. Heinlein
Ber : Ber ?

Ltjg Ber
::draws back phasor::

Ens. Morrell
::scans for lifesigns::

Captain Lewis
Heinlein:  ::holds out arm::

Ltjg Ber
Heinlein: ready

Ens. Morrell
::oh crap!::

Lt. McDowell
::is slammed against the wall as the force of the founder overcomes him::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::takes sample :::

Captain Lewis
Heinlein: don't you have the DNA scanner instead this old fashion way?

Ens. Morrell
::dives out the way and starts running after the founder::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::takes sample from Ber :::

Ltjg Ber
::science station panel flashes red::

Ens G. Heinlein
::::both show as normal :::

Lt. McDowell
::limps a little bit, then picks up the pace::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  Cancel the door opening!  I am in pursuit of the Founder again!

Ltjg Ber
::oh well, can't be too carful::

Captain Lewis
Ber: feel better now?

Founder
::founder enters the turbolift doors and plunges down the shaft::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Bridge: Bridge, the Changeling's on the move again. He's headed for either JT-70 or TL Tube 3.

Ens G. Heinlein
Ber: Ber You should learn to control Remote vision 

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Morrell: complying..

Captain Lewis
::nods toBer::

Cmdr. Tucker
"Good, glad to see you're both on are side, sorry if I was a little rude."

Ltjg Ber
Cap: Can't take any chances, my panels are lit, excuse me

Captain Lewis
::walks back over to chair::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Where could he be heading?

Ens. Morrell
{#}Dresden:  Recommend full security alert, if your not already at it.  Also, send security to the 2 places that the Chief McDowell just told you about.

Captain Lewis
Tucker: understood

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Good Job, if not a little jumpy.

Ltjg Ber
::configures::

Ens G. Heinlein
CO : Captain ...that is a reason for a Keylock word or phrase

Lt. McDowell
::catches up with Morrell at the TL tube entrance. Fires a few rounds into the tube, one of which possibly hits the founder::

Captain Lewis
::makes note in padd:::

Ens. Morrell
::looks at McDowell::

Cmdr. Dresden
Tucker: I suspect a TR or shuttle bay.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: getting a lot of phasor fire in the TL areas

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  You had any training in security manuevers besides the basic course?

Lt. McDowell
::arrives in Engineering and looks around::

Captain Lewis
Ber: identify

Cmdr. Dresden
Morrell: we have a full security alert in progress.

Ens. Morrell
::sees and shadow and fires::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: seal them all, get a security team to guard those areas immeadiatley.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: Morell and security. looking for the founder

Lt. McDowell
::starts to issue orders::

Ens. Morrell
<Phil>  McDowell:  Chief, good to see you.  I must notify Enisgn Morrell now.

Lt. McDowell
ENG:  We need to shut down the Core folks!

Ens. Morrell
<Phil>  ::taps commbadge::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::wonder if Ber might not be able to screen them with the ID sensors :::

Lt. McDowell
ENG:  The Bridge has been comprimised and we've found out who the Founder is.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: We heard there was alittle brawl, you or morrel injured?

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Shipboard assault Level 3. Regulations state phasers should be warning fired if you encounter a security-blank area if a Founder is onboard.

Lt. McDowell
::grabs a phaser and aims it at Phil::

Cmdr. Dresden
Xo: security is already present in all egress areas.  You should also have security at 50 ft. intervalls throughout the cooridors.   The founder should be coming upon one by now.

Ens. Morrell
<phil> {#}Morrell:  Ensign, Chief McDowell just entered main engineering

Ens. Morrell
::looks at Chief McDowell next to him::

Ens G. Heinlein
Ber : Ber might we not be able to use the ID sensors in some way ?

Lt. McDowell
{#}Tucker: We're fine. The Founder jumped down TL tube 3, and I fired off a few rounds.

Cmdr. Tucker
::shuts off both mcdowells:: Bridge Crew:: If I just heard what I thought I heard, one of them is our founder.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: we have two Mcdowells on board

Lt. McDowell
::looks at the Ensign:: What?

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  Bridge, security to engineering.  The real Chief McDowell is standing right next to me.  The founder is in engineering.

Captain Lewis
Ber: i can hear that............::Looks to Tucker::  initiate securtity measures.......find him

Lt. McDowell
ENG:  Isn't is curious that Phil has returned to us?

Cmdr. Dresden
XO/CO: I have security at all TL's.  when the founder egressess, we will have personell on hand.

Lt. McDowell
ENG:  When in fact he should be on another ship?

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: the founder was reported in Engineering........get a team there

Ens. Morrell
::heads towards engineering::

Ltjg Ber
::hmm not if he changes into a wall::

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden:: Tell the Mcdowells where sending someone to verify it's really them, but don't tell them we suspect them.

Lt. McDowell
::aims the phaser at Phil and puts the power up to max::

Lt. McDowell
::looks down TL tube:: {#}Bridge: Bridge, how far down from my present position is the Engineering auxiliary accessway?

Ens G. Heinlein
Ber: True ...but as a wall he can do little harm usually

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I have a team there already doing sweeps.  Sir, I suspect we have more than one Founder to contend with.

Ltjg Ber
::Cap: i have a phasor overload in progress in engineering

Ens. Morrell
<Phil> {#}Bridge:  Emergency!!  McDowell is threatening with a phaser set on max!

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: analysis?

Cmdr. Dresden
Mcdowell:  {#} 6 decks

Cmdr. Tucker
Dresden: Just what we need, suggestions?

Captain Lewis
::makes notes::

Ltjg Ber
Cmdr tucker: can we beam some security to engineering??

Ens G. Heinlein
XO: Transport it out to space ?

Lt. McDowell
::fires the phaser and reverts Phil to a changeling form before he is disintegrated::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Ber: Acknoledged, we'll try an beam it out.

Cmdr. Tucker
::nods to heinlein::

Lt. McDowell
::likes that suggestion, and goes on another freefall, but this time using a nearby piece of cable as a noose::

Lt. McDowell
::realizes his mistake and screams out as he has just killed his own Changeling brethen::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  I am going to put my comm badge on the founder.  Prepare to transport it somewhere.

Ens G. Heinlein
XO: or even to a Stasis field ?

Ens. Morrell
::enters engineering and runs to the founder::

Ltjg Ber
::locks on to Morell::

Lt. McDowell
::jumps down into the hatch, which puts him right in the middle of "engineering hall"::

Founder
::drops the phaser and reverts back to his normal form::

Ens. Morrell
::slaps his comm badge onto him::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  Now!

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Co/XO: I suspect we have 2 founders running about.  one todistract us while the other works on getting into Engineering.  Perhaps both are trying to access engineering via two different avenues.  The security measures in place at engineering will hamper the second as well... I suggest continuing to force the second into Engineering areas.

Ens. Morrell
::dives out of the way::

Ltjg Ber
{beam8}

Founder
{transporter}

Cmdr. Tucker
Heinlein: Get that phaser into space, the changling to a stasis field.

Ltjg Ber
::i hope that wasn't morell::

Ens. Morrell
::looks over at the crewmember::

Lt. McDowell
::looks around at "Phil"::

Ens G. Heinlein
XO: Too late for the founder but here is for the Phaser {Transport }

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  Good news.  One founder is dead down here.  The other one was transported.

Cmdr. Tucker
Heinlein: And as soon as you get a chance, screen everyone on the bridge again.

Ltjg Ber
::whew::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge:  Engineering is secure bridge.

Ens G. Heinlein
XO : Aye Sir 

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Morrell: Transported where?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Morrell: I hope it's really you, cuz that's great news.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Tucker:  It is Commander.

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Starts rescreening everyone :::

Captain Lewis
<computer> Scenario complete............

Ens. Morrell
{#}Dresden:  Whereever y'all beamed my comm badge.

Lt. McDowell
::powers off the rifle::

Captain Lewis
computer:: end program...........

Ltjg Ber
::oh well, better get Morell another comm badge:

Ens G. Heinlein
:::relaxes as scenario fades :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Crew: Well, good job crew, we wiped our changling.

Captain Lewis
::Looks around at crew::

AGM
Action:  The Geneva fades away and the Holodeck grid reappears

Ens. Morrell
::looks at the Captain::

Lt. McDowell
::watches the Holodeck return to the yellow-striped box it is:: I'm glad now that I took that extra semester of Security and Rock-repelling.

Ltjg Ber
::walks over to hd panel, checks fc operations::

Ens G. Heinlein
:::glad it is over before we drew too much blood :::

Captain Lewis
Crew: I expect a full report from each dept head

Cmdr. Tucker
::looks at a few of the mildly bruised officers::

Captain Lewis
::makes a note in PADD::

Ens G. Heinlein
Captain : Captain Aye Sir 

Cmdr. Dresden
::damned founders are more trouble than their worth::

Ltjg Ber
Morell: your comm badge is about 100 meters outside the ship, i'll get it for you in a bit

Ens G. Heinlein
:::Makes notes :::

Ens. Morrell
Ber:  Thanks Lt.

Captain Lewis
ALL:: DISMISSED

Lt. McDowell
Ber: So what exactly did we beam out then?

Ens. Morrell
Ber:  But it was worth it.

AGM
=/\=/\=/\= End Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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